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Abstract— A facility layout design (FLD) problem can be generally introduced as assignment of facilities
(departments) to a site such that a set of criterias is satisfied. The robust layout approach for dynamic facility layout
problem (DFLP), assumes that rearrangement and production interruption costs are too high and hence, tries to
minimize the total material handling costs in all periods using a single layout. In this paper, a genetic – simulated
annealing algorithm (GSAA) is suggested for the optimization of robust facility layout in dynamic demand
environment.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The most important duty of managers, engineers and planners after selecting factory location but before implementing
operational schemes, is suitable arrangement of equipments or departments by noting statement, goals and strategies by
evaluating the most important criteria influencing the different facility layout problems. A facility layout is concerned
with the location and arrangement of departments, cells or machines within the cells. Manufacturing companies spend a
significant amount of time and money in FLD since the design of a facility layout has a tremendous effect on the
operation of the system [1]. As stated by Tompkins et al. [2], the facility planning may include 10–30% of operational
cost due to changes. Not only an inappropriate FLD causes rearrangement of existing facilities or/and material handling
system, it will also undertake its resulting heavy costs. Therefore, the best work at designing process is to select an
optimal FLP under different criteria or objectives, in order to obtain the maximum productivity and profitability.
When the demand is more or less constant with time, static plant layout problem (SPLP) approach is a suitable method
for obtaining a good facility layout. But when demand is varying frequently with time, static layout generation
approaches may not be efficient in various periods of the planning horizon. Fluctuations in product demand, changes in
product mix, introduction of new products, and discontinuation of existing products are all factors that render the current
facility layout inefficient and can increase MHC, which might necessitate a change in the layout. Hence dynamic plant
layout problem (DPLP) approach is most suitable for the development of layouts [3].
The approaches that have been followed to solve the dynamic facility layout fall into two major categories: adaptive or
flexible or agile approach and robust approach. The first approach assumes that layout will accommodate changes from
time to time with low rearrangement costs and that the machines can be easily relocated. On the other hand, a robust
layout approach assumes that rearrangement costs are too high and hence tries to minimize the total material handling
costs in all periods using a single layout. Robust layout approach is one of the methods used for developing layouts for
multiple production scenarios of a single period problem and for multi-period problems [4].
The facility layout problem is often formulated as a quadratic assignment problem (QAP), which assigns m
departments to n locations while minimizing the MHC. However, QAP is known to be NP-complete, and optimization
methods are not capable of solving problems with 15 or more facilities in a reasonable amount of time [5]. Therefore,
there is a need for heuristic methods that provide good suboptimal solutions. This paper proposes a genetic - simulated
annealing algorithm as a solution methodology for the robust design for DPLP.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
In recent years many researchers are making efforts to address the DPLP. Various researchers proposed new and
improved models and algorithms to solve DPLP. Rosenblatt [3] first developed a model and solution procedure to DPLP
with adaptive approach for small size problems. Various reviews of research on the dynamic layout problem are available
in [6]-[8]. These papers categorized different algorithms for equal and unequal sized departments, and deterministic and
stochastic material flow. Many researchers ([3], [9]-[11]) have modeled the adaptive or flexible or agile layouts that can
be easily rearranged to meet the changes in production requirements. Researchers ([3], [9]- [17]) used exact and heuristic
methods to solve the DPLPs. Researchers ([9], [12]-[17]) made use of meta-heuristics like simulated annealing, genetic
algorithm and ant colony optimization techniques to DPLPs. Recently the hybrid approaches are also attempted in [12]
and [16]. Some researchers ([18], [19]) have developed robust layouts for multiple production scenarios in a single
period and for multi period. Kouvelis [20] mentioned the importance of robustness for dynamic layout problems and
developed an algorithm to generate the robust layouts for the manufacturing systems. Pillai [21] presented a robust
approach for forming part families and machine cells, which can handle all the changes in demands and product mixes
without any relocations. A genetic algorithm based solution procedure is adopted to solve the problem. Pillai [4]
designed a robust model for DPLP and used simulated annealing for solving the robust layout.
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III. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION
The robust approach to dynamic layout problem involves development of a layout for the expected flow between
facilities or expected demand scenario of the various periods. This layout is applied in all the periods. Thus, the entire
planning horizon uses a single layout even though the demand or flow between facilities is different in different periods
of the planning horizon.
Quadratic assignment model of robust approach is developed as in Pillai [4] and the following equations represent
this model. In this model, a layout is developed for an average scenario and this layout is used in every period without
relocation of facilities in any period of planning horizon. In this model the computational effort required to solve the
dynamic layout problem is same as that of the static layout problem. The total MHC of the planning horizon is
determined by applying the layout of the expected scenario to every period of the planning horizon.
∑ ∑ WEjkRrsxjrxks
Minimize Z = ∑ ∑
Subjected to
∑
jr =1 k=1,….,n
∑
jr =1 k=1,….,n
xjk = (0,1) for all j and k
where WEjk average part flow weight from j to k, and Rjk is the rectilinear distance between j and k
For P number of periods, and Dpi demand at each period, average demand DEi is
DEi= ∑
pi/P
WEjk = ∑
i/ Bijk where Bijk is number of parts i per transportation when transported from facility j to
facility k
Total material handling cost (TMHC) is calculated as follows
fpjk = ∑
pi/ Bijk
MHCP = ω * ∑ ∑ ` jkfpjk
TMHC = ∑
MHCp
Rjk = |Xj-Xk| + |Yj-Yk|
where MHCp is material handling cost in each period and ω is the cost per unit part movement.
IV. PROPOSED GENETIC – SIMULATED ANNEALING ALGORITHM (GSAA)
Genetic algorithms are adaptive methods, which may be used to solve search and optimization problems [23]. They
are based on the genetic process of biological organisms. Over many generations, natural populations evolve according to
the principles of natural selection, i.e. survival of the fittest, first clearly stated by Charles Darwin in The Origin of
Species. By mimicking this process, genetic algorithms are able to evolve solutions to real world problems, if they have
been suitably encoded. The procedures of GA can be summarized as chromosome representation (encoding scheme) of a
solution, an initial population, an evaluation function for rating solutions in terms of their fitness, genetic operators
(reproduction, crossover, and mutation) that modify the genetic composition of offspring for the next generation and a
termination rule [24]. Genetic algorithm is very powerful for searching larger regions of the solution space globally.
Simulated annealing is a stochastic approach for solving combinatorial optimization problems, in which the basic idea
comes from the annealing process of solids. In this process, a solid is heated until it melts, and then the temperature of
the solid is slowly decreased (according to an annealing schedule) until the solid reaches the lowest energy state or the
ground state. Simulated annealing is very powerful for searching local regions of the solution space exhaustively via
stochastic hill climbing. Simulated annealing also has the solution refining capability [25]. By combining global
crossover operator of genetic algorithm and the local hill-climbing of simulated annealing, this study proposes a hybrid
optimization algorithm, named as genetic-simulated annealing algorithm.
The flow chart shown shows the working of the GSAA. The algorithm starts with initialization of parameters. The
initial population consists of randomly generated chromosomes. Each chromosome consists of randomly selected facility
from the set of alternative facilities for each location and a gene denotes a facility to be arranged in one location without
replication. The reproduction operator in the genetic algorithm module consists of genetic operations like selection,
crossover and mutation. Roulette wheel selection is used as the selection operator. Crossover probability and mutation
probability decides whether the chromosome should undergo these operations. Single point crossover is used for
crossover. If infeasible chromosomes are produced during crossover, they are made feasible by omitting repeated
departments and by inserting the missing departments. Swap mutation is used for mutation. Then the best solution is fed
to the SA module for solution refinement. This improved solution is fed to the GA for next iteration till the termination
condition is satisfied.
The above proposed genetic-simulated annealing algorithm is coded in MATLAB. The parameters setting of the GA
pre-test were referred to the related literatures [24]. The population size (PS) was set to [30, 50, 100]; the cross over
probability (PCR) was set to [0.4, 0.6, 08]; the mutation probability (PMR) was set to [0.01, 0.05, 0.1]. The termination
criteria for the algorithm are set when optimal value reaches or the solution remains unimproved for 300 generations
[21].
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The optimum result was generated when PS=30, PCR=0.6, and PMR=0.05. For the simulated annealing module the
initial temperature was set to 90, cooling ratio to be 0.98, termination condition or final temperature to be 3, Metropolis
criterion was selected to govern the acceptance or rejection of configuration changes as suggested in Pillai [4].
The flow chart for the above mentioned algorithm is shown in the Fig. 1 and 2.
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Fig. 1 Flow chart for GSAA: GA module
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V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Results of case study from Balakrishnan and Cheng
Performance of GSAA method for robust layout model using the data obtained from Balakrishnan and Cheng is
evaluated and compared with that of simulated annealing method described in Pillai [4]. These data set consists of eight
problems in each of the six situations (6 – departments 5 and 10 periods; 15 – departments 5 and 10 periods; and 30 –
departments 5 and 10 periods) and thus a total of 48 problems which are solved using proposed robust model for DPLP.
The results obtained by the proposed GSAA is compared with the results from SA (Robust) proposed by Pillai (2011) for
different problem instances from Balakrishnan and Cheng are shown in for total material handling costs using the data set
are shown in Table I.
TABLE I
COMPARISON OF RESULT FOR BALAKRISHNAN AND CHENG CASE

Data Set 1
Description

Data Set 2

Data Set 3

SA (Robust)

GSAA

6-departments 5periods

106419

106419

105731

105731

107650

107650

108260

108260

6-departments 10periods

220776

220776

217412

217412

219024

219024

217350

217350

15-departments 5periods

506847

506847

500284

500284

508011

508011

503699

503699

15-departments 10periods

1059100

1059100

1022447

1022447

1068402

1068402

1054997

1054997

30-departments 5periods

579704

579704

576350

576350

586831

586831

584318

584318

30-departments 10periods

1172691

1172691

1182286

1183857

1188620

1188620

1198487

1199263

Data Set 5
Description

GSAA

SA
(Robust)

Data Set 4

SA
(Robust)

Data Set 6

GSAA

SA
(Robust)

GSAA

Data Set 7

GSAA

SA
(Robust)

Data Set 8

SA (Robust)

GSAA

SA
(Robust)

GSAA

SA
(Robust)

GSAA

6-departments 5periods

108188

108188

107765

107765

108114

108114

107248

107248

6-departments 10periods

217142

217142

217397

217397

219788

219788

220144

220144

15-departments 5periods

502622

502622

499891

499891

502919

502919

507970

507970

15-departments 10periods

1051395

1051395

1057543

1057543

1037066

1037066

1040450

1040450

30-departments 5periods

570492

570492

572782

573156

571703

571703

596835

597543

30-departments 10periods

1198674

1198674

1202033

1202033

1210573

1210573

1209088

1209088

The results showed that the proposed GSAA gives lesser material handling costs as that of SA (Robust). Another
important parameter for the measurement of performance of an algorithm is the time taken to obtain the results. The
computational time for the proposed GSAA is much lower than that of SA (Robust) as shown in Table II. Especially
when the number of departments increases, the rate of increase in the computational time is less for GSAA than SA
(Robust).
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TABLE II
COMPUTATIONAL TIME FOR OBTAINING SOLUTION FOR VARIOUS PROBLEMS

Problem size

6

15
30

Time taken in sec.

No. of
periods

SA (Robust)

GSAA

5

9.937

2.48722

10

12.935

3.6452

5

125.214

72.781

10

164.531

111.56

5

1074.194

502.7279

10

1344.017

829.2769

VI. CONCLUTION
In this paper a genetic - simulated annealing algorithm is used for solving robust dynamic facility layout problems.
This heuristic combines the exploration features of GA as well as exploitation features of the SA algorithm. The local
search characteristic of SA is introduced to the global search feature of the GA enabling the proposed GSAA an efficient
algorithm for solving combinatorial problems. The performance of this algorithm was compared with previously
proposed SA (Robust). It was found that the proposed GSAA gives similar results with much lesser computational time.
As the problem size is increasing this advantage is getting more evident.
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